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In Poisoned Fruit, the first in a six-book series, author Joe Franklin evaluates the International
Churches of Christ prior to their crisis in 2003, and advocates and defends the Christian gospel,
doctrine and theology.The ICOC did not, and still does not, hold to sound teaching or orthodox
Bible definitions. These departures have led to four decades of man-centered religion and
unintended psychological and spiritual abuse. The group denies anyone is being damaged by
their extreme form of discipleship “training.” “Those that don’t learn from history are doomed to
repeat it” is an appropriate saying with regards to the ICOC. In that light, Poisoned Fruit is a
relevant analysis for anyone wanting to understand the formative roots of the International
Church of Christ, formerly known as the Boston Movement.Franklin examines the arguments
and methods the International Churches of Christ have used to get their converts to accept a
“different gospel.” Their beliefs, traditions, unwritten creeds, extra-biblical revelations and
practices are compared to the Bible. The thought reform or psychological manipulation that was
ushered into the group by Kip McKean is thoroughly examined. Franklin concludes that the
ICOC is a thought reform practicing Christian organization. Hence, Dr. Robert J. Lifton’s thought
reform model is referenced frequently.Peculiar expressions and words have unorthodox
meanings within the group, and have been used over the years by leaders to exploit their
members, working their way into the group as unwritten creeds and traditions, universally
practiced, to one degree or another, in all ICOC affiliated churches to date (2019). This new
religious movement got its start in 1979 and now has 40 years of deceptive recruiting practices,
organized indoctrination, manipulation and heresy under its belt.Franklin analyzes the group’s
false man-centered gospel and salvation. Historically, the ICOC’s total commitment discipleship
has confused justification and sanctification. All cults of Christianity deny salvation by grace
through faith and add other conditions and requirements to obtaining and maintaining salvation.
The ICOC is no different. The Bible is clear that God appropriates salvation by repentant faith
alone. The ICOC’s total commitment discipleship also negates grace with works, a teaching that
promotes a Jesus-plus theology.The Boston Movement has its roots in the Crossroads Church
of Christ in Gainesville, Florida. It was during the fall of 1986 that some of the teachings,
derivations of ideas and practices begun at the Crossroads church began to accelerate and take
shape. The Crossroads leadership took a stand against the Boston Movement in June 1988,
opposing their unbiblical practices.Franklin also highlights the 1988 document “Progressive
Revelation,” the “founding manifesto” of the ICOC. It was written by Gordon Ferguson, with Kip
McKean’s approval. These beliefs and doctrines are rooted in ancient heresy.According to the
movement, God can grant revelations of new ways to apply and interpret old Bible truths. In
1988, Boston leadership claimed that God was, in essence, telling them that additional steps
and requirements needed to be added to the plan of salvation (gospel). Progressive Revelation
continues to be their current belief and practice worldwide. These “myths” became official
church policy beginning on May 1, 1988, as stated in the Boston Bulletin.Franklin examines a



fundamental teaching in the Progressive Revelation 5-part series, commonly referred to as
“disciple’s baptism.” This man-created addition to the gospel makes salvation a meritorious work
and, in the 80’s, led to brutal reconstructions (hostile takeovers) of other Churches of Christ, part
of their history that the group has brushed under the rug.He also reviews issues facing the
movement and its followers, including post-cult recovery and provides a free spiritual abuse
recovery guide.
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Seeking Disciple, “The Gospel Vs The ICOC/ICC. Back in the 1990’s I use to encounter folks
from the International Churches of Christ while doing campus evangelism. They always seemed
bold in their faith but the “only true church” teaching always turned their “disciples” into mindless
followers who were “totally committed” to the ICOC. Their passion for Kip Mckean was sickening
as well (and remains so as of 2021 in the ICC).This book will be an eye opener for anyone
questioning the Boston Movement, the International Churches of Christ, or the Sold Out
Movement (International Christian Church). The author takes the gospel of grace and destroys
the Boston Movements teachings one by one.If you’re a disciple in the ICOC, read this book!
Learn more about the grace of God before you burn out and walk away. The Boston Movement
has left countless people behind who are completely apostate now. Don’t let that be you! Learn
of the gospel of Christ and His mighty grace. Let the finished work of Christ fill your soul with His
joy!”

allison W, “Impacting Title. I read this book in a week and will go back to it over and over. I
absolutely recommend this book for anyone who is coming out of a cult church or highly
controlling group or has been out for awhile.Reading this just validated and confirmed so much
of what I experienced being in the group for over 20 years. It made me realize that I’m not alone
in what I went through.This brought so much comfort, healing and hope to my life and future of
trying to heal from all the trauma.Thank you for your efforts in exposing the truth of these types of
groups. Your words in this book are gratefully appreciated.”

C.B. Solomon, “Good information. Good information but the book was extremely repetitive.”

Clark Raulerson, “Liberating. Great book and Joe Franklin lays out the case how the ICOC
misapplies the scriptures out of context resulting in disciples being led, controlled, by church
leaders instead of the Holy Spirit. So much in here to read with great links like a book within a
book.”

Truth seeker, “Great book for insight and truth about ICOC. I chose a 5 star rating based on the
Author's knowledge of the truth, which is the Bible. Along with his intimate knowledge of the
ICOC, Franklin is effective in using the truth of God's word to expose this deceptive cult.”

Kenneth David Strange, “Grace. The is a really crucial read for any former ICOC disciples.I was
heavily indoctrinated into a belief system that this church imposed on its members, so much that
when I read the Bible straight through I couldn’t read it for what it really said.This book changed
the course of my life and showed me true biblical grace.It’s a long read, but totally worth
experiencing grace the way God intended for the very first time!”



The book by Joe Franklin has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 7 people have provided feedback.
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